
ER Tech Pros Acquires Compnology to Deliver Enterprise-Grade IT Services
to Central Valley Businesses

SACRAMENTO, CA and MADERA, CA – February 24, 2023 – ER Tech Pros is proud to announce its
acquisition of Madera-based IT services provider Compnology to further expand its service network to
Central Valley. This newly formed enterprise-class IT management and consulting team offers more robust
services, including managed IT, cloud hosting, cybersecurity, hardware sales, consulting, and cloud phone
systems.

“The Compnology team, led by Nathan, truly stood out as the ideal fit for our company,” said ER Tech Pros
CEO Shameer Nalli. “We’ve been searching for a company that aligns with our values and goals of
delivering IT solutions that drive profits for our clients, and we found that Compnology has been doing that
for over 20 years.”

“By combining our efforts, we can bring even greater value to our employees and clients,” Nalli added. “We
look forward to this exciting new chapter and the opportunities it brings for all parties involved."

ER Tech Pros specializes in providing IT, cloud, compliance, hardware, consulting, and cybersecurity
services to medical practices, healthcare software companies, and insurance companies all over the United
States. With a global workforce of 65 employees across three countries, ER Tech Pros operates 24/7 and
has seen over a 1000% growth in the past 3 years.

Compnology’s specialty lies in catering to large businesses in the agriculture, manufacturing, food
processing automation, commercial security, insurance, and nonprofit sectors. With a combined technical
experience of 117 years, Compnology has served the Greater Fresno area for over 20 years with a focus on
downtime prevention, full IT management, and cybersecurity.

With ER Tech’s experience in servicing healthcare facilities with stringent cybersecurity and compliance
standards, Nalli believes they can leverage this level of expertise to grow into other industries and further
expand their client base.

When asked about the decision to partner with ER Tech Pros for growth and expansion, Compnology CEO
Nathan DeSutter said, “With ER Tech’s investment in advanced cybersecurity, a team six times our size
working 24/7 in six time zones, and a desire to double down on our successful MSP strategy, I saw an
excellent opportunity to form a partnership.”

“This union offers mutual benefit and synergy to our companies, services, teams, and clients,” DeSutter
added.

About ER Tech Pros: ER Tech Pros is a Sacramento-based managed service provider (MSP) that offers IT, cloud, and
compliance services. They aim to make top-tier IT services available, accessible, and affordable to U.S. businesses.


